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WELCOME TO CHICAGOPEX '82
Welcome to the 96th Annual Stamp Exhibition of the Chicago
Philatelic Society, Chicagopex ' 82.

This year we extend warm greetings to the members of the
American Helvetia Philatelic Society.

Everyone will enjoy viewing the two hundred frames of ex-
hibits by many nationally prominent philatelists as well as
the special exhibit of philatelic literature.

Chicagopex is a nationally recognized show . Therefore, the
Grand Award winner is eligible to enter theAPS' "Champion
of Champions" competition.

Join us at our banquet, Saturday evening, October 23, 1982,
when the winners will be announced and the awards presented.

Our bourse is composed of dealers from all over the country.
The United States Post Office and the United Nations Postal
Administration will have their representatives present.

We trust that all philatelists will enjoy our extraordinary
and productive show .

	

Aubrey Berman
President of the
Chicago Phila-
telic Society

Swiss member Alfred Müller, Bern, submitted the amazing
photograph of 1910 -- actually a picture postcard -- which
shows a then common parcel and money delivery van plowing
(or is it : surfing) through the totally inundated streets
of the "Matte" district of Bern while hundreds of gapers
look down from the safety of one of the high Aare bridges.

TELL
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Liechtenstein's issue of Sept . 20th in memory
of Moritz Menzinger serves a double purpose
in that the attractive stamps picture three
of his beautiful landscapes painted there
more than a century ago . Moritz Menzinger
(1832-1914) grew up in Liechtenstein as the
son of the Bailiff appointed by the Fuerst
(Reigning Prince) to govern in his name. As
an adult Menzinger became an officer in the
Imperial Austrian Army and succeeded in combining his skill as an
artist with a distinguished military career . Throughout his life
he returned often to Liechtenstein to sketch and paint the scenes
beloved to his childhood . The scenes portrayed on the stamps are:
"Neu Schellenberg 1861" (40 Rp .) ; "Vaduz 1860" (50 Rp.) and
"Bendern 1868" (1 Fr .) . The issue commemorates the 150th anniver-
sary of the artist's birth.

Also issued Sept . 20th were four stamps in
recognition of the importance of Farming and
Forestry in Liechtenstein . Although only a
little more than 4% of employed persons in
the Principality work in these areas today,
Agriculture and Forestry nevertheless are of
great importance to the overall economy . In
spite of the small number of workers engaged
in dairy farming over 70% of milk and dairy
products consumed are produced within the Principality . Other farm
and lumber products are also essential . Illustrations are as follows:
30 Rp . : Man operating farm tractor ; 50 Rp . : Pair of hands perform-
a task on a garden plant ; 70 Rp . : Man with several large cut logs;
1 .50 Fr . : Dairyman with vat of milk.

According to a 1936 account the following notice was posted by the
police in Vaduz : "Bei Föhnwind ist das Rauchen bei 20 Franken Strafe
verboten!!" - which means that, due to extreme fire danger, smoking
was prohibited out-of-doors when the hot, dry Föhn wind was blowing
under penalty of 20 Francs fine.

More than fifty years now have passed since Prince
Franz I, a life-long bachelor, married Princess
Elsa a few months after his accession at age 75.
Well liked in Liechtenstein, they are pictured on
several stamps . After the death of Franz I in 1938
his grandnephew became Reigning Prince and still
continues to the present in the popular tradition
of the Liechtenstein family as Franz Josef II.

D . J . GABATHULER
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THE PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

HAR LAN STONE

Because this issue of Tell is being distributed
at the 4th national convention of AHPS during CHICAGOPEX
on Oct . 22-24, it seems appropriate to review, for both
current and prospective members, who we are and what we
do .

With AHPS leading the way, organized Swiss
collecting in the United States has reached it 45th year.
Since the merger of two earlier organizations to form

AHPS in 1975, our membership has been nearly 500, making
this the largest society for collectors of Swiss stamps,
postal history and philatelic literature outside
Switzerland.

The present society offers more services than any
of its predecessors, going back to the original Helvetia
Society, founded in 1938 . These services include:

This journal, published 11 times a year ; frequent
mail auctions ; sales circuit books ; two slide shows;
Swiss-designed medals for exhibit awards ; translations
of Swiss philatelic literature ; study groups for
postal history, philatelic literature and revenue stamps;
local chapters for collectors in the Northern New Jersey,
Boston and Baltimore-Washington areas ; access to
literature in the American Philatelic Research Library
as APS Affiliate No . 52 ; sponsorship of Swiss articles
in Linn's national conventions.

Current dues are $6 a year for North American
members and $12 for overseas airmail delivery of Tell.
Interested collectors are invited to write the secretary
for full membership information . He is Richard T . Hall,
Bos 2425, Gaithersburg, MD 20879.
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HE WALKED, AND WALKED, AND	
AN UNUSUAL STORY ON THE HOBBY OF CANCELLATION COLLECTING
(translated by Felix Ganz ; sources: Swiss newspapers)

In mid-August of 1982 several Swiss dailies ran a story on
a very avid collector of the postal town markings of Switz-
erland under titles such as, "An Unusual Hobby : He Reached
All Swiss Post Offices on Foot," or the like.

The news report started with an Associated Press brief stat-
ing : The word LAURA, thirteen years ago, was known to him
only as a girl's name ; but in the interim Zurich primary
school teacher Werner Tschudy has learned that Laura also
is the name of a little village above Roveredo (Grisons).
To wit, Laura is one of 3695 localities which the now 53
year-old Tschudy has reached on foot in order to reach his
goal which he set himself on July 9, 1969 when visiting the
village of Etscholl (Valais) ; viz . : to own a strike from
each of Switzerland's localities, on an index card, on a stamp.

The picture below (which we hope will reproduce at least a
little bit from a newspaper cut) shows our "hero" at his last
stop before completeness, the post office at the hamlet of
Roche-d'Or (Jura), a few feet from the French border . An
accommodating lady postmistress, unidentified, provides him
with his final wish.

When Mr . Tschudy was interviewed (it was Friday the 13th of
August, by the way) he mentioned, rightfully, that he was
not the only collector pursuing that same completeness, but
that most likely he was the only one who had reached every
single post office except one -- the Jungfraujoch agency at
above 10,000 ft . which he reached by train -- on
foot. (Jungfraujoch CAN be reached on foot if one hikes up the Great
Aletsch glacier for about twelve hours from the next busor
trainstation. The Ed.)

Trained as a bookkeeper:
er, Tschudy became in-
terested in hiking and
collecting when in his
thirties, and when he
failed at keeping upto
date accounts of his
hikes, he decided to
get proof by securing
a postmark from every
village he hadreached!

Married, he undertook
the majority of his
post office treks by
himself . The longest
hike, in one day, was
54 kilometers (34 mi .)

He reached his goals,
or their vicinity, by
bus or train -- never
by private car ; but in
larger cities he pro-
cured only one strike.
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UNITED NATIONS GENEVA
Although the following review of a UN philatelic publica-

tion deals with all aspects of UN philately, we are happy to
publish it in TELL . The reviewer is an advertiser in TELL
and, if we are correct, a member of AHPS as well.

REVIEW:

UNITED NATIONS PHILATELY . By Arleigh Gaines . Available from
WFUNA, Room DC-360, United Nations NY 10017 . Price : A) in
two deluxe binders, $ 30 . ; B) Pages only (3-ring punched),
$ 22 . Both postpaid and mailed from UN Headquarters in NYC.

This book was originally released in 1980, at 702 pages . It
now has been enhanced by two years of quarterly 64 page sup-
plements . Of two-fold interest to the Swiss collector:

1: The only detailed listings of UNPA Geneva issues --
mint, FDC, errors, varieties . Also all hand and machine
cancels, meters, IRCs and other postal forms used from
UNPO Geneva, as well as commemorative flights;

2: The most detailed listing of official stamps issued
by Switzerland for League of Nations (SdN), International
Labour Office (BIT), as well as I .L .O ., BIE, WHO, ITU,
UPU, WM0, and United Nations European Office.

This latter information, which is over 20% of the catalog,
lists mint, used and on-cover prices, FDC, collection sheets,
souvenir booklets . -- Accurate market prices . Errors and
varieties . And, listed nowhere else, cancels (hand, machine,
slogan, conferences), meters and slogans, special covers,
registry labels, IRCs (international reply coupons), origin-
al cachets (and combining the history they represent).

Everything is amply illustrated ; perfect for the beginner,
intermediate, or advanced collector . It is the product of
collectors in the USA and Europe . Contains virtually every
fact previously found only in monographs in French or German.

You would pay more than the price of this work just for one
or two periodicals with some of the information . Here you
get the most complete listings all in one place, plus the
additional UN listings . The one-time special from WFUNA,
the World Federation of United Nations Associations, is a
good opportunity to add this work to your working philatelic
library -- especially the set of pages without binders (ev-
erybody has spare three-ring binders) at $22 ., postpaid.
IF YOU ORDER ALLOW FOR 6 WEEKS DELIVERY : Mike Konnick.

For delivery outside the USA, add $3 . per catalog for postage.
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ITZY - BITZI ES FROM THE EDITOR PRO TEM
• WHAT A RELIEF IT IS to know that with the January

of TELL this little journal, or bulletin, will have a profes-
sional editor -- albeit donating his services for our common
cause, the reporting on philatelic matters inSwitzerland, UN
Geneva, Campione and. Liechtenstein . But our new editor asks
as politely, frenziedly and arm-twistingly as this stand-in
does that volunteers from the membership step forward and
"do their Thing ." Please, please, please take pen in hand
and let us others know of something which pleases you, bugs
you, raises questions, will bring about sighs of envy from
everyone else, etc . So : stay with us and also pay 1983 dues.

Mr . Albert Lendi, of Vaduz, Liechtenstein, informed us that
on the occasion of famous stamp designer and engraver Karl
Bickel, senior, of Wallenstadtberg, Switzerland, ninety-
fifth birthday (in 1981) there was to be seen, in the Liech-
tenstein Postal Museum in Vaduz, a special exhibit featur-
ing original sketches, essays and the final products of all
postage stamps which Mr . Bickel created, between 1945 and
1965 for the Principality . Apparently the display was a suc-
cess because this year, on the occasion of the seventieth
birthday of the first, own Liechtenstein stamps (1912) at
least part of the exhibit was shown again and apparently is
still to be seen as part of that special display . Should
you be over there then don't miss that exhibit.

•Elsewhere in this issue you will find short biographies of
the official nominees for officer of AHPS per 1983-84 . Read
them carefully and then, if you agree that these people are
trustworthy pillars of our society, use the ballot in the
November issue (expected to reach you before Thanksgiving)
and VOTE, at the same time remitting your 1983 dues . Other-
wise your ballot will be spoiled . Time for nominating oth-
er candidates is running very short now (see September TELL)
but you can still write in the name of someone on the of-
ficial ballot.

• A report on Chicagopex '82 and AHPS' doings will be forth-
coming in the November issue . A dozen Swiss exhibits --WOW:

Reports on results of other shows are always welcome as far
as Swiss/Liechtenstein exhibits are concerned . One we can
divulge right here : at INDYPEX '82 (September 10- 12) in In-
dianapolis the following awards were given to the three ex-
hibits of Swiss materials, according to Jim Adams, exhibits
director : 5 frames of Seated Helvetia, perforated, 1862-82,
by Felix Ganz, received a vermeil and the AHPS silver medal;
Bob Zeigler, for 5 frames of Printing Varieties of the
Standing Helvetia Issue, 1882-1907, received a silver-bron-
ze ; and so did the third exhibit, Perfins of Switzerland,
by Felix Ganz . Postal history exhibits received the lion's
share of gold medals (7 out of total 12), and some fabulous
collections could be looked at . As a whole it was a delight-
ful show, from exhibits to dealers to banquet to lectures.

The project of putting together a slide show on Strubels is
not dead at all ; but decent slides of unusual pieces are
needed . Contact the slide program chairman, Carl Spitzer.
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MORE ITZY — BITZIES FROM THE EDITOR PRO TEM

•Member Alfred (Fredy) Müller from Bern, Switzerland reports
the demise of yet another Swiss RPO line -- this time the
apparently ONLY RPO circulating on a trolleybus line, on
rubber tires . This trolleybus line runs from Thun along
the right shore of Lake Thun to Beatenbucht, serving a num-
ber of vacation towns and suburbs such as Hünibach, Hilter-
fingen, Oberhofen, Gunten, Merligen and, indirectly, also
Beatenberg and the nearby caves . In the early 1940s trol-
leybuses replaced the rickety, dangerous, constantly road-
meandering streetcar line known to locals as STI (
officially denoting Steffisburg - Thun - Interlaken, but actually
being referred to as"Sautummi Irichtig," = stupid invention.)
And now apparently an era is over. here, too, and many

people seem to have petitioned the PTT forces-to-be that
one of the two "unique" RPO vehicles be placed into some
railway or postal conveyance museum, such as the Lucerne
Transportation Museum . No final word on that yet.

•Rudy Schaelchli reports on the results secured by Swiss ex-
hibits at Dutchess Philatelic Society's 1982 STAMPCO in
Poughkeepsie NY. There were four Swiss/Liechtenstein ex-
hibits . Your editor pro tem regrets to sound as if he were
hogging current shows, but he was awarded, in absentia, the
show's grand award/best in show, plus ATA award, APS award
and AHPS gold, for his abbreviated "The St . Gotthard Railway
of Switzerland, 1882-1982 ." Harlan Stone made second place
with a large silver and AHPS silver, for"Switzerland's Post-
age Due Penalties ;" Rudy Schaelchli also a large silver and
AHPS Honorable Mention for "The House of Liechtenstein ;"
and Jan Donker a small silver and an AHPS Honorable Mention
for "Imperforate Sitting Helvetia" (=Strubel Issue).

•At the AHPS meeting at Chicagopex '82, Saturday, October 23,
1 p .m ., there will be door prizes, thanks to an anonymous
donor member . The biggest one is a goodie : The German=
English Philatelic Dictionary (162 p .) of the Germany Philatel-
ic Society . So : be there, and you may win.

• An interesting article, "Italy's Campione ; Postal Items note
Enclave in Switzerland," appeared in Stamp Collector of Au-
gust 9, 1982, including the illustration of an Italian com-
memorative cancellation used there on the day of issue (21
November, 1981) of that year's Italian Christmas stamp . --
Reason : the artist whose "Adoration of the Magi" was repre-
sented on the 200 L . stamp, was Giovanni da Campioned'Italia:
-- The article, by Nehemia Ames, also features a map.

• Banquet tickets for the Chicagopex '82 Palmarès/dinner were
scaled down to $18 -- without wine : See you there, maybe:

•Just out : Dale Eggen's Newsletter of the Swiss Philatelic
Literature Research Group of AHPS, vol . I, No .3 (October 82),
sixteen pages: This study group quarterly is chockfull of
information on articles published in TELL and elsewhere ; on
prices realized around the world for Swiss philatelic liter-
ature (and are there surprises :) and on new or reissued
works . ANYONE INTERESTED IN THIS ASPECT OF PHILATELY SHOULD
CONTACT DALE, IMMEDIATELY, AND JOIN THE STUDY GROUP . While no
dues are requested we suggest that anyone joining might en-
close $2 for 1983, to help pay for postage and production.
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Welcome, New Members!
A cordial "welcome aboard " is extended to all these new
AHPS members who joined the Society between mid-March and
early August of 1982 :	 t

TREASURER'S INTERIM REPORT
January 1, 1982 to August 31, 1982.

210
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Official 1983-84 AHPS Bios
Below you will find self-submitted vitas -- in some cases
abridged -- of the proposed official slate AHPS officers.

For PRESIDENT: Dale R. EGGEN (currently AHPS Vice-President).
Started collecting Norway as a grade school kid . Founded
two stamp clubs while in school . Swiss stepgrandfather
became influence on collecting Swiss things, eventually
leading to specialty studies on Rayons, the 1900UPUs, the
postage dues, etc . Norway still of interest because of
family ties . Member AHPS, APS, GB-HPS, PHS, SCC, SNSC.
Chairs AHPS' Literature Research Group . Liaison to APS.

For VICE-PRESIDENT : David E . DURHAM (currently Regional Di-
rector East and publisher of TELL) . A 51-year-old clergy-
man presently serving in Elmira NY as pastor of Christ ' s
United Methodist Church . Ever since his sister married a
bass-voiced Swiss back in 1948, his interest in Switzer-
land and its stamps has developed . Studied in Genève in
1965 and visited again in 1977 . Married ; two daughters.
Special interests : postal history and getting TELL out:

For Secretary : Richard T . HALL (currently secretary) . Age 44;
chemist by training, but now in engineering management.
Writes Swiss column for Stamp Collector ("Alpine Album").
Collects 20th century mint and used on cover. Developing a
"Heimat" collection . Also collects US, France, BRD build-
ings issue, Orange Free State, etc . Served AHPS as libra-
rian and has worked hard to reestablish membership lists.
Member AHPS, APS, GPS, FCPS, BIA, SAV.

For Secretary : Frank YOUNG (incumbent) . Commercial bank
branch mgr . Collects US, bird topicals and Switzerland --
the last after marrying a native of Dornach near Basel who
had started a collection as a youth . Definitely (by his own
admission) not a philatelic sophisticate.

For Regional Director East : Rudy SCHAELCHLI . Born in Switzer-
land 55 years ago . Immigrated to the US after working as a
milker in Sweden . Was milker, farm mechanic, and now is a
parts mgr . for a Harvestore dealership . Collects Liechten-
stein and Switzerland, especially Swiss Soldier Stamps and
military mail . Started collecting at age seven.

For Regional Director Central : Ronald BUEGE. Lifelong
resident of the Milwaukee area . Married; two children. Member

AHPS (charter), APS, SPA . Served as local coordinator of
first AHPS national meeting . Philatelic interests are any-
thing Swiss -- stamps, proofs, essays, covers, booklets
and literature.

''or Regional Director West : John B . BALLARD . Age 61 . Owner
of an insurance agency in Phoenix AZ . In that field for 30
years . Began collecting 51 years ago -- US of course : Even
collected while at sea (World War II) . Grew disinterested
with US (new) issues and found Swiss stamps offering more
life and pizazz. Likes colorfulness, neatness and interest-
ing designs on Swiss stamps, regardless of date of issue.
Currently putting together a specialized collection of the
cross and numerals issue . Also likes shades and textures.
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The Fundamental Reorganizatio n of the

Swiss Railway Schedules and its

Philatelic Implicatlons, Il 	 Richard T . Hall

The second level of the Netzgraphik is shown in Figure 2.

This shows the "semifast " or express routes . The same solid-

dashed scheme applies to these routes . The third level, or
local service, Netzgraphik is too complex for this discussion.

The entire regular-interval schedule for Switzerland was
developed initially as an after-hours project of 3 employees of
the Swiss Railways beginning in the early 1970s . It had been
completed using Zürich as a starting point when the German
railways introduced the hourly Inter-City service to Basel in
1979 . By a stroke of bad luck, the original Swiss schedule did
not mesh with the German . The premise of a Zürich starting
point did not permit a simple shift of schedules to coincide
with the German trains ; it was back to the drawing boards.
Being smarter the second time, the redrafting did not take as
long . The result is now history, having been introduced on May
23, the day of the introduction of the UIC (International Union
of Railways) summer timetables.

The New "Offizielles Kursbuch "

The Summer 1982 Offizielles Kursbuch is a 5 " x 7 " , 1 1/4 "
thick paper-bound book in four languages - German, French,
Italian, and English . (It can be purchased from the Swiss
National Tourist Office, 608 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10020,
for $4 .50 .) Within its 1592 pages are packed the timetables of
all Swiss rail services, lake steamers, buses, funiculars, and
cable lifts .

TELL
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The organization of the book is remarkably simple . The
first section's pages are bordered in green and give all the
explanations for use of the schedule and fares . The second,
red-bordered section gives international connecting lines . The
third, blue-bordered section gives the domestic train schedules
plus the funiculars and cable lifts . The fourth,
wavy-blue-bordered section gives the lake steamer schedules . The final,
purple-bordered section gives the bus schedules . An index in
the front gives the route numbers for whatever type of service
that is available in any Swiss town.

The internal. organization of the route-numbering system is
another marvel of ingenuity . International routes are two-
digit numerals 08 through 91 . Domestic rail services are
3-digit numerals from 100 through 983 . The funicular and cable
lift route numbers roughly reflect the rail line numbering
system but range from 1001 through 1995.

The rail service numbering system is used to derive the
route numbering for other types of service . The lake steamer
service forms its route number by adding 2000 to the rail route
number of the rail service of its home port . For example,
Brienz is served by line 470 ; the boats on Lake Brienz are line
2470 . The postal bus routes take the railway route number and
add two decimal digits . For example, Schwyz is served by rail
line 600 . The Schwyz-Muotathal-Bisisthal bus line is 600 .16.

The route numbering itself follows a system . There are
nine principal areas into which the country has been divided
and which supply the hundreds digit to the route number:

100s

	

the Lac Léman - Valais region
(e .g ., line 150, Genéve - Lausanne)

200s

	

the Neuchâtel - Jura - Fribourg region
(e .g ., line 230, Biel/Bienne - Delémont -

Basel)

300s

	

the Bernese Oberland region
(e .g ., line 310, Bern - Interlaken)

400s

	

the Bernese Mittelland - Luzern - Solothurn region
(e .g ., line 450, Bern - Olten)

500s

	

the Basel - Luzern corridor
(e .g ., line 500, Basel - Luzern)

600s

	

the Central Switzerland - Ticino region
(e .g ., line 600, Zürich - Chiasso)

700s

	

the Northwest Switzerland - Zürich region
(e .g ., line 760, Schaffhausen - Rorschach)

800s

	

the Eastern Switzerland region
(e .g ., line 820, Schaffhausen - Zürich)

900s	 Graubünden
(e .g ., line 900, Zürich - Chur)

TELL
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Branch lines are usually derived from the route number of the
branch point . For example, line 602 -- Arth-Goldau - Rigi, is
derived from the route serving Arth-Goldau, line 600 . Such
organization makes using the schedule very straightforward.

The Philatelic Implications of the New "Offizielles Kursbuch "

As I said in the beginning of this article, I will close
with a discussion of the philatelic impact of this new regular-
interval timetable . Of course, you collectors of railway can-
cellations have all new route numbers to contend with . But
that is an obvious effect of such a fundamental reorganization.

A much more subtle effect was illustrated in the June-July
1982 issue of Tell in Felix Ganz's listing of changes in post
office names, numbers, etc . (p .140) . Did you wonder why there
were changes in the postal direction numbers (PLZs) of 29 post
offices, all effective May 23, 1982? The date is no coin-
cidence, nor is the number of changes . The PLZs are used to
sort the mail along a mail route . If you look at a map and
overlay the PLZs of the villages along a particular valley,
say, you will note the village PLZs are in ascending (or de-
scending) order as you progress along the valley . The reor-

ganization of the rail lines in the northeastern part of Swit-
zerland with the new regular-interval timetable apparently
resulted in new distribution routes which thus meant new PLZs.

For cancellation collectors this means 29 new cancels to be
searched out . Three new K-cancels will have to be made as as
result of these PLZ changes:

K-684 9601 Libingen (SG) became 9614
K-697 9601 Wintersberg (SG) became 9644
K-623 9501 Zuckenriet

	

(SG) became 9526

So you can see that something as apparently unrelated to
philately as a reorganization of a train system timetable can
have philatelic implications . An interesting little exhibit
could be made up showing routings before and after the reor-
ganization and the old and new cancellations.

References

"Taktfahrplan Schweiz," Part 1, Modern Railways, May 1982, pp.
218-221 .

Part 2, Modern Railways, June 1982, pp.
266-269.

Schweiz Offizielles Kursbuch, Sommer 1982.

Jane's All the World's Railways 1980-1981.
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Appalachia has a little
Switzerland

HELVETIA, W .Va . -A tiny Swiss
flag flutters in front of the post of-
fice, and a roadside shrine to an Al-
pine poet marks the outskirts of the
tiny village that nestles in the high
valley.

In a landscape of hills and forests,
the transplanted Swiss colony of
Helvetia stands serenely in the Appa-
lachian Mountains ;, a tiny colony
steeped in memories of its founders
and the affectionate pride of their
descendants.

"it's a world of our own up here,"
said Eleanor Fahrner Mailloux, as
she stood in the cavernous kitchen of
her rambling old house, which was
filled with children, grandchildren
and friends.

The houses on Helvetia's solitary
street are decorated with brightly
painted animals and the shields of
the cantons, or states, of the Swiss
families who ventured into the bills
a hundred years ago in search of a
home that recalled their native land.

Down the street from Mrs.
MailIoux's house, her daughter, Heidi

Lehmann, was preparing for the
coming of spring and the

cheesemaking that was brought from Switzer-
land by Helvetia's founders.

"We make it like the first settlers.
It's a skill passed down for genera
lions," she said, scouring the giant
copper kettle in which milk is sim-
mered in the first step toward mak-
ing the pale, yellow cheese that is
famed for miles .

"A cheesemaker once came here
from Switzerland. He said the cheese
tasted like the kind made by shep-
herds who live up in the mountains,"
Mrs . Lehmann said.

The art of cheesemaking has been
passed from mother to daughter
since Helvetia's founding, along with
the secrets and techniques that are
jealously guarded by eachcheesemaker.

"We're very competitive . Every
year we have a big competition for
the best cheesemaker, and there's a
lot of pride and rivalry between fami-
lies," Mrs. Lehmann said . "There's a
struggle to be the best cheesemaker ..
Some ladies have been at it for 40 or
50 years.

"It's a heck of a lot of work," she
said with a laugh . "A little pansy
couldn't do it. You have to lug
around 20 gallons of milk every
morning and it takes about four
hours every day ."

While Mrs . Lehmann stacked the
wooden blocks in which the cheese
is formed, and wrapped the cheese-
cloth through which it is strained
many times, her 2-month-old son,
William, was asleep at his grand-
mother's home in a crib first used by
his great-great grandfather.

The house is full of memories of
Switzerland . Steins or beer mugs
with silver lids, giant iron cooking
pots, oil lamps and picturescrowd
the walls.

in some of Helvetia's homes, old
wooden trunks that contained the
possessions and lives of the first set-
tlers are carefully preserved . The
family name is carved on each along
with the route followed by its owners
from Switzerland to the hills of West
Virginia.

Helvetians joke that "you put two
Swiss together and they form a club,"
and a score of clubs for everything
from gardening to handicrafts and
historical preservation ' flourish
among the ISO or so inhabitants.

Submitted by Dale R . Eggen . Reprinted from the
Philadelphia Inquirer, page 12-G, June 1, 1980.

For those of our members who are "into" U .S .P .S.
"Helvetica" it should be added that HELVETIA,WV
still has its own post office according to the
Chicago Zip Code Information Window . Letters

requesting a post-mark should go to Helvetia WV 26224
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Gordon Bennett Balloon Races
There are no USA entries in the Schweizerisches Luftpost -

Handbuch 78 in the category of Swiss balloons in other lands.
In 1979 the Gordon Bennett Gas Balloon Races were resumed in
the USA with swiss participation for 1979, 80 & 81 . In 1982
there was a Swiss judge . The first races were held in 1906 in
Paris, sponsored by James Gordon Bennett, publisher of the
New York Herald . Races were held 26 times in 6 countries
until 1938, when the event was suspended due to the German
invasion of Poland where it was to take place in 1939 . Swiss
balloons won the event in 1908 and 1921 . The event was held
in Switzerland in 1909 in Zurich ; 1922 in Geneva ; and 1932
in Basel . Various souvenirs exist from these races . In 1979,
a group in California revived the event . One item of interest
to Swiss collectors is that the pilot Regula Hug-Messner
named her balloon for her father Emil Messner, who had com-
peted in early Gordon Bennett Races . Her 1980 balloon landed
in a canyon and lost contact with the chase crews and official
tracers . She flew out alone and landed on a highway while
her partner hiked out . Covers were wet and some torn . One of
the philatelic committee members ironed them out and then this
marking was applied to the covers:

DAMAGED IN EMERGENCY NIGHT LANDING
Information on these covers is available for a SASE to:
GB Race Phil . Comm . Box 4012 . Los Ang eles . Calif . 90051

At left is a
cover carried
by Ernst and
Margrit Krauer.
They died this
year when their
balloon was
caught in a
sudden down-
draft and hit
a mountainside
in Switzerland.

These covers
are all flown
and are the
official ca-
cheted envel-
opes.
Each partici-
pating balloon
is required
to carry mail.
Unofficial
covers also
exist flown.
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Dear Members,
Welcome to auction #51 . We hope you will enjoy the rather wide

range of interesting and hard to find material.
Catalog values are from Zumstein, Helvetia or estimated retail.

For this auction 1 Sfr = .47t U .S . The closing date for auction #51

will be November 30, 1982









Each balloon
provides its
own rubber
stamp cachet.
Often covers
have backstamps
and/or pilot
autograph .

Swiss Balloons Pilot and crew

	

race results

1979

QUO VADIS, HB-BON Ernst Iselin, Werner Pfenniger 4th, 147 .2km
QUO VADIS, HB-BER Ernst Krauer, Margrit Krauer

	

5th, 105 .6km
HB-BEW Peter Peterka, Konrad Wolf

	

14th, 48km

AJOIE, HB-BOH Erwin Sautter, Peter Neushal,

	

9th,
Terry Matthews

54 .4km

17 balloons participated from Long Beach, California, May 26

The Classic Balloon Trophy was won by HB-BON for the longest

distance by a classic-style balloon and the Queen Mary Award

was won by HB-BER for the longest time in flight by a classic-

style balloon (it was in the air 16½ hours).

1980

CIRCUS KNIE, HB-BEY Karl Spenger, Alfred Nater, 7th, 98 .4mi.
Hans Stutz

EMIL MESSNER,
HB-BEI

Regula Hug-Messner, Otto H.
Haab

12th, 16 .2mi .

12 balloons participated from Fountain Valley, California,
April 26

1981

EMIL MESSNER,

	

Regula Hug-Messner, Dick	 5th,362.2mi.
HB-BEI

	

Higbie

CIRCUS KNIE,

	

Karl Spenger, Alfred Nater,

	

8th,259 .3mi.
HB-BEY

	

Hans Stutz

11 balloons participated from Fountain Valley, Ca ., April 25
1982

No Swiss participating balloon, 9 balloons from Fountain
Valley, Ca., May 8, 1982

TELL
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erwin's mailbox
HANS WETTER ' S OPINION,,,

You are very much mistaken, meaning that
your comments are only one man's opinion.
I received almost identical critiques
from other customers . In my last letter
I've submitted these complaints to Mr.

Felix Ganz.

Philately is a gigantic field and it
is hard, even impossible to follow all

directions . It is also logical that any

collector who is serious about a spe-
cial direction has to concentrate his
collecting . Finally, his collection is
all the world to him . These eager col-
lectors go to much trouble to publish
all their findings, all their research
work, and provide information to other

collectors . Do you realize that most
of the publications of Mr . Felix Ganz

are "scoops" and that your society bul-
letin TELL has the honor of publishing
such "first editions"?

. .Perhaps our president will launch a
general inquiry to find out which sub-
jects are most interesting . I can hope
only that each AHPS member will answer
and specify his special wishes.

TO ALL AHPS MEMBERS 	

To set a good example . . . . I will try

TO HELP WITH A MAILBOX,
open for all your problems . If you

have requests about philately, especial-
ly in the field of Switzerland/Liech-
tenstein collecting, please feel free
to write . There is no question too
minor to be answered, and even "stupid"
questions may be of great general

importance. You have to know that profession-
al and expert philately is leading to

"deformation professionelle : a malady

which is striking people with blind-
ness to the many little, but also
important facts.

Please mail all your questions direct-

ly to my Bernese address, hereafter

TO HANS WETTER AGAIN,,,

As publisher of the HELVETIA catalog,
I'm touched personally by your second

problem . You must really live in a re-

mote part of the USA because most Ame-
rican collectors who are serious about
Switzerland - Liechtenstein find that
this catalog ought to be part of their
philatelic bookshelf.

On the one side, you are asking for
more information through TELL, but on
the other side, you state that it isn't
worth buying a special "Swiss" catalog
which gives most of the informations
needed by beginners and average advan-

ced collectors . Too expensive? . . ..

For any collector of Switzerland and
Liechtenstein the HELVETIA is a chunk
of knowledge, whose value far exceeds

the price.

Do you know the main point to look for
if you are holding a Scott No . 243 in
your tweezers? Perhaps your Swiss stamp

of 3 cents is worth $ 168 :
Do you know the value of your stamps
on cover, in blocks of four, and FDC's?
There are thousands of answers to all
these questions accurately and careful-
ly printed in the HELVETIA catalog.

Furthermore any buyer of the HELVETIA
received the special "Checklist/Cross
Reference Key" which provides a cross
referencing system including numbers
from the Gibbons, Scott, and Zumstein
Helvetia catalogs . The Helvetia system
makes location of specific stamps and
their fast identification practically
child's play . No unnecessary time is

consumed, and no pricing schedules are
necessary as all prices are quoted in
US Dollars and Cents.

I can read on page 621 of Scott 4/82

"Three types of the 20 c ."

Who can give informations about these

three types . I know two types only:

K .E . AUF DER MAUR AARBERGERGASSE 19 CH 3011 BERN SWITZERLAND j
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DEALER ' S NIGHTMARE
Everyone had left and it was shortly before closing time . I
busied myself with returning stock to books and books to
shelves . . .and suddenly this odd-looking fellow walked in.
I did not like his looks, and I did not like his behavior.
Also, he was pretty shabbily dressed and carried a bag with
something pretty heavy in it, it seemed . Gun? Knife? Hold-
up? Oh please no . -- I inched closer to the alarm button,
but at the same time tried to sound a friendly, noncommittal
"Yes?" -- No reply . -- "Sir, may I help you?" -- Nothing but
a mean sort of a glance ; and suddenly he slapped the bag on
the counter. There was no thud, and thus it seemed harmless.
But it spilled open . . .and what spilled out? Pound after pound
of canceled 40 cts . grey Seated Helvetias, perforated, on
granite paper, and still stuck to pieces of paper which had
been torn from letters or parcel cards . I gasped.

"This is not possible, Sir," I tried to say nonchalantly;
but out they spilled until the counter was covered one inch
deep with this incredible hoard, wherever it might have come
from. And to myself I thought : that is worth millions ; but
if the collecting world gets wind of it the value of this most
elusive stamp, in used form, will drop through the ceiling.

I tried to sound unconcerned . "Sir, do you wish to sell these
accumulated stamps?" Still no answer. "Or do you care to have
them expertized perhaps?" Just a grunt was the reply -- but
then he suddenly reached inside his coat, lightningly fast.
Here it comes, I thought in panic and stepped on the alarm
button with all strength. Not a sound . Oh horrors, now what?

But instead of a gun the fellow threw a wallet stockbook on
the counter, spilling several dozen of those rare 40 cts.
grey on the floor . The fellow glared at me, opened the oily
looking booklet and with his pretty dirty fingers started to
extract from its contents . And what contents:

First there were several pages of mint and used copies of the
5 cts . "Technic" set of 1949, but all in the same shade of
brown as were its immediate predecessors, the 5 cts . brown
of the small landscapes of 1948 : I had never even heard of
that color error, and I was certain that no catalogue so far
had listed it . -- And then : NO, that simply was not possi-
ble . Several blue tete-beches and interspaces of the Tell
bust stamp. "But there is no 30 cts . tete-beche of this de-
nomination," I stuttered . This time the visitor at last
replied, "Can't you read?" Looking again, my heart missed a few
beats : those were not 30 cts . stamps, but blue Tell 10 cts .,
one after another ; not red, green, violet, or bluegreen as
they ought to be, but beautifully blue, blue, blues used,
mint, in multiples, and even a cover or two.
Now I nudged the book away from my client and flipped the
page . And what had that incredible guy brought into my store?
Several mint multiples of the 10 cts . cross and figure in a
brilliant orange color, normally seen only on the very rare



15 cts . denomination of that series.

And then came a messy looking envelope full of small cards
and letters from about 1865 on -- each with frankings made
up of the rarest misprints, color errors, double prints or
double perforations that one could imagine ; and each one
was perfectly canceled -- often with very rare strikes too.

"Are you with a chemical firm," I tried to stammer while
expecting this gigantic hoax to burst any second now ; but
he only hissed, "keep turning :" And I turned, and turned,
and turned, my eyes bulging, my throat parched dry, and my
mind racing while counting the untold millions we would
both realize from this incredible treasure trove.

But then, on the last pages, something very rapidly turned
my stomach while gazing at it . There were rows upon rows of
beautifully canceled Strubel stamps . My visitor, almost
diabolically now, asked, "aren't they beauties?" -- "But, but
what HAVE you done to these?"

And what had he done? Cut them all to look like copies with
four white frame lines, by chopping off most carefully all
outer frame lines, leaving only the center of the stamps
with the narrow white frame around it:

Now I could no longer contain myself and yelled at the guy.
"You are a fiend, a philatelic criminal, a, a, a, . . ." and
simultaneously pounded my fist on the counter's glass top.
It shattered, no literally exploded with a roaring thunder-
clap . . . .and I woke up, soaking wet, while a series of thun-
derclaps shook our house.

And, sad to say, I no longer held the stranger's stockbook.

As told to FG, by K.E .A.

1982 $tamP$HoW milwaUkEe
From August 19- 22 this annual "Champion of Champions" event
took place at "mecca", Milwaukee's downtown convention

center. All the APS brass was there, and with one or two excep-
tions the champion exhibits of this past year's national ex-
hibitions were delightful to view -- with a tough choice for
the judges WHO the superwinner ought to be . By the time this
paragraph appears in TELL, all winners : champion of champions
regular national show, and literature will have been announ-
ced in the various stamp journals.
Some dealers called it "Stampslow" 82, although others did not
seem to have complaints as severe as those heard a year ago in
Atlanta.

Ben Henson arranged a meeting of AHPS members on Saturday af-
ternoon, and it is hoped to have a report from him somewhere
else in this issue.

There were plenty of other meetings, from the annual ribbing
fest of the APS Writers' Unit breakfast to judging seminars;
and anyone really willing to learn something got plenty of it.
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NEW SWISS CANCELLATIONS
We did get frightfully behind in this field of late . So
here comes catchup No.1: New and revised town publicitypostmarks:

TELL
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PO CHANGES - - BY THE SCORE

In an effort to reduce the number of wrong dispatches,
the PTT is gradually eliminating the use of identical
postal direction numbers for entire valleys, groups of
smaller villages, or automobile routes . When the numbers
were introduced, back in 1963-64, it was thought that
numbers ending in "1" or "9" should be reserved for all
smaller offices depending from larger, neighboring of-
fices or dispatch centers ; but apparently the idea was
found to be wanting . Therefore, on May 23, 1982, the
following post offices' numbers will change:

1463 Molondin, to 1415 Molondin
3527 Heimberg, to 3627 Heimberg
3600 Thun Bernstrasse 5, to 3605 Thun 5 Bernstrasse
3600 Thun 6 Neufeld, to 3606 Thun 6 Neufeld
3600 Thun 7 Länggasse, to 3607 Thun 7Länggasse
3781 Lauenen b. Gstaad, to 3782Lauenenb. Gstaad
3781 Grund b. Gstaad, to 3783 Grundb. Gstaad
3781 Feutersoey, to 3784 Feutersoey
3781 Gsteig b. Gstaad, to 3785 Gsteigb. Gstaad
3921 Staldenried, to 3931 Staldenried
4242 Dittingen, to 4243 Dittingen
4465 Magden, to 4312 Magden
7299 Wolfgang, to 7265 Wolfgang
7531 Sta .Maria i. Münstertal, to 7536 Sta .Maria i .M.
7531 Mistair, to 7537Müstair
7549 La Punt-Chamues-ch, to 7522 La Punt-Chamues-ch
7549 Madulain, to 7523 Madulain
7549 Cinuos-chel, to 7526 Cinuos-chel
7549 Brail, to 7527Brail
7549 Susch, to 7542	 Susch
7549 Lavin, to 773Lavi
754e Guarda Staziun, to 7544GuardaStaziun
7549 Guarda, to 7545Guarda
7549 Ardez, to 7546 Ardez
7551 Martina, to 7560 Martina
7551 Compatsch (Samnaun), to 7562 Compatsch (Saran .)
7551 Samnaun, to 7563 Samnaun

These changes involve quite a few publicity (K) postmarks
as well, and since many of the above villages just were
assigned new postmarks with hour reel less than two years
ago, the old number postmarks will be quite scarce.

Other post office changes:
As of April 19,1982, the offices of 4852 Rothrist Dorf &

4852 Rothrist Station were combined into one office cal-
led 4852 Rothrist.
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